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Nicholas Simpson was born in Manchester. He read law at Nottingham University, and for ten years 
played guitar in rock bands before studying with John Tavener at Trinity College of Music in London, 
where he won the Chappell Prize for composition and the Ricordi Prize for conducting (twice). In the 
1990s he practiced as a criminal lawyer in London, but quit to be a professional musician on moving 
back to Manchester in 1998. His music has been widely played in Europe and the USA, by artists as 
diverse as the Composers’ Ensemble, the BBC Symphony Orchestra and the English String Quartet. 
His output includes three symphonies, a piano concerto, chamber music and an oratorio, Recreation. 
He is currently working on an opera based on Jim Crace’s 1995 Booker-shortlisted novel Quarantine. 
In addition to his long collaboration with the Athenean Ensemble in Manchester, he is Music Director 
of the Halifax Symphony Orchestra in West Yorkshire, and Associate Conductor of the Huddersfield 
Philharmonic.

Winners of the 2017 St Martin’s Chamber Music Competition, the Manchester-based Zelkova 
Quartet has been praised for performing ‘with a remarkable zeal and intensity’ (Herald Scotland). The 
quartet are Hattori Foundation Senior Award winners and were recipients of the Elias Fawcett Trust 
Prize for Outstanding Chamber Ensemble at the 2014 Royal Overseas League Competition. The 
quartet have featured numerous times on BBC Radio 3 including a performance as part of the BBC 
Proms Plus Portrait series and a live broadcast on the In Tune programme. The quartet has also 
performed at the Edinburgh Fringe as part of the Royal Overseas League’s programme of events at the 
festival. The quartet takes its name from the beautiful Zelkova tree, which varies enormously in 
appearance depending on its species. Originally the Zelkova tree was common throughout Northern 
Europe and North America but can now be found in various locations across the globe from Southern 
Europe to Eastern Asia.

Charlotte Trepess graduated from the Royal Northern College of Music, gaining a distinction in a 
Masters in Vocal and Opera Studies. She won the RNCM Gold Medal, the Elizabeth Harwood Prize and 
the Frederic Cox Award. She made her Opera North debut as Emmie in Giles Havergal’s production of 
Albert Herring and has since worked with companies including Nevill Holt, Longborough Festival 
Opera, and Buxton Festival Opera. She is a Samling Artist and Concordia Artist, and has performed in 
recital at the Purcell Room and the Buxton Festival.



Mid-life considerations infuse my G minor Quartet, written in 2013 when I was 54. There are three 
movements, slow-fast-slow. Patiently turning over a couple of simple ideas, the music begins listlessly, 
sometimes bursting into anger, sometimes subsiding into immobility and near silence. An episode of 
violent scrubbing feels static despite the surface motion, its echoes carrying into the bleak coda, 
where the other instruments abandon the viola to a dry tapping. 

By contrast the middle movement is frenetic, taking up the minor thirds of the piece’s opening and 
elaborating them in a syncopated and exuberant dance from which pizzicato scales emerge. Towards 
the end there is a hysterical edge to the forward motion, and dizzying flight crashes to dissonant 
earth. 

The placid conversational tone of the first movement returns in the last. Reflective, it is perhaps even 
numb. Arpeggio passages, turning in a simple harmonic cycle, alternate with a slowly rising figure 
suggesting the scales of the previous movement; from this stasis the music awakes with a start, 
chewing up its material into bitter fragments; a viola line sings briefly over accompanying arpeggios, 
reduced presently to block chords resolving onto D flat major. G minor, the key around which the 
music pivots, cannot be resisted indefinitely, however.
 

REMEMBERED MUSIC







The bewildering variety of possible contemporary styles can make it difficult for a young composer 
to find their voice. One of the first pieces in which I felt I had musically come home was Remembered 
Music, written in 1988 when I was still a student. It sets a small fragment of On a Deserted Shore 
(1973), a sequence of poems by Kathleen Raine (1908-2003), for soprano and string quartet. In 
Remembered Music I seemed to have found a way of combining a lyrical impulse with the more 
rigorous and calculating aesthetic which modern music appeared to require.

I cannot weep
Who, when I turn to you in thought
Behold a mystery so deep,
A world upheld upon a breath
That comes in life and goes in death
Troubling dark leaves upon a starry bough.
Who dreams our lives I do not know,
Nor in what land it is we meet.

Memory : beyond recall 
The linnet’s song,
The clover-scented air;
Yet we were there,
My love and I together in one house.
Home is the sum of all 
The days that sheltered us;
The place of no return.

Should some angel, turning the leaves
Of the closed book of lives
Open again those days solitary and sweet and wild,
Would not some essence pass, some chord
Tremble into the harmony of the spheres,
Lingering overtone of the remembered music that was ours?



I had violin lessons for ten years from the age of seven, a fruitless period in some respects: a succession 
of teachers were puzzled and infuriated by my refusal to practice. Although I never progressed beyond 
incompetent and partial renditions of the easier Bach concertos, it was at least a way into music, and 
later, from the back desks of various amateur bands, I hacked my way round the orchestral repertoire 
and occasionally played second violin in a scratch Quartet in Shepherd’s Bush.

This group met on Saturday afternoons in the flat of a genteel elderly cellist. The other members were 
a mild-mannered retired police officer, cast comprehensively against type, and a viola player I took to 
have been a wartime refugee. She was an extremely bad player, groping round the instrument with 
arthritic fingers, but her sensitivities were unimpaired: I was a forthright violinist, and whenever I 
overdid it she’d spit in her guttural Viennese, “TOO LOUD”. We’d play through one quartet and then, 
in a pleasing parallel with the football matches taking place at the nearby Loftus Road at the same 
time, there’d be a half-time break in which we’d have tea and make small-talk. Afterwards we’d play 
on for another hour or so. Sometimes our attempted pianissimos would be drowned by the roar of 
the crowd when QPR stuck one in. One of our regular pieces was Beethoven’s Op.59 in C major, the 
last of the Razumovsky set. I was particularly struck by the helter-skelter finale, which had you on the 
edge of your seat scrubbing away furiously, sweat running down your legs. Playing chamber music is 
not necessarily as cerebral as it looks. One day I’d write my own bit of exuberance, I thought. Thus, ten 
years later, the C major Quartet.

The delay is partly attributable to the musical climate of the 1980s. In the face of prevailing avant-
garde orthodoxy I wouldn’t have had the courage to write something so plain. By 1994 however the 
great serialist terror was coming to an end, and I had more confidence in my own voice. Above all, I 
had recently married, and suddenly life seemed to have arranged itself in such a way that living it 
might be possible, or even congenial. In this atmosphere it was easy to write a piece which finished 
up in C.

There are three movements: fast-slow-fast. Broadly, the piece is an attempt to reconcile the dismal 
opening bars and the jaunty music which immediately follows them; and to heave the key-centre up 
from B flat to C through the difficult area of B natural. One of the first ideas I jotted down was the 



busy opening to the finale, and when I came to write the central slow movement I used this, vastly 
slowed, as the subject for the impassioned canon which forms the centrepiece.

The opening movement is an example of the nervous, unsettled textures I have often used in fast 
music. Small ideas repeat, or not quite repeat, pause, change key, take a couple of steps back and one 
forward, morphing in the process from one thing to another. There is in these outer movements an 
acute contrast between music which is stuck, and music which is mobile. As in life, sometimes you feel 
you can’t go on; but neither can you conceive any other way of being. In the first movement there is 
a minor key idea played in a throwaway pizzicato which reappears as a passionate outburst in the last, 
something that cannot be avoided or overcome. But the music tiptoes away to happiness, leaving 
sleeping ghosts lying.
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